
ACE Puppy is not just a
training programme; it's an
exclusive one-on-one, fully

supportive 12 month
package designed to ensure

the best start for you and
your puppy.

ACE Puppy



🐾 Introducing ACE Puppy - Your Partner for the First Year 🐶

Are you ready for the journey of a lifetime with your new canine companion? ACE Puppy is
here to make that journey unforgettable! 🌟

🐕 ACE Puppy is not just a training program; it's a one-on-one, fully supportive package
designed to ensure the best start for you and your puppy.

💖 We're all about building unbreakable bonds, using ACE (Animal Centred Education). We
focus on creating a connection, understanding, and relationship between you and your pup

like never before.

� We take a modern approach to puppy training, prioritsing the relationship between you
and your companion. It's all about learning to read and understanding them on a deeper

level.

🌟 We firmly believe that a strong bond is the foundation of a lifelong friendship. With ACE
Puppy, you'll develop essential skills like relaxed lead walking and recall, all while nurturing a

well-rounded, happy, engaged, and confident puppy who's ready to take on the world.

🌍 Give your puppy the best start in life with ACE Puppy - Where Connections Begin! 🐶✨

Get started today and embark on a journey of a lifetime with your best friend. 
Contact us to apply.



What’s Included
A 12 Month Package

A fortnightly one to one session at our
specialist training centre, including the
chance to visit Bath, (2 sessions per
month) for a year
A fortnightly online 30 min catch up for
a year
Two visits to Tilley Farm, the home of ACE
(Animal Centred Education)
Access to Puppy Coaching and
Puppyhood Essentials courses through
Online Dog Skills
Set of amACEballs
50% off Intro to Free Work online course
10% off Trusted Dog Products (1 voucher
for each one to one session)
10% off Workshops and Talks
Lifelong 10% off bookings All for £149 per month



£199  

£149 per month 

Email info@southwestdogskills.com to apply

Costs and How to Book 



About Matt

Matt is an ACE (Animal Centred Education) Associate Tutor,
member of INTODogs and a member of Association of Pet

Dog Trainers (APDT). 

After personally experiencing the power of ACE and Free
Work, Matt is a passionate advocate for a holistic approach

to dog education and embedding ACE into dogs lives. 
Matt runs South West Dog Skills with his partner Tam.

Supporting guardians to embrace a rounded approach to
living with their dogs is the reason South West Dog Skills

was created. Matt's background of working with adults and
young people with Special Needs and Disabilities has given
him a vast knowledge of education strategies that enables
Matt to adapt environments and provide information in a

way that engages both dogs and humans.

Matt's passion lies in giving dogs choice, empowerment and
opportunities.


